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Abstract: The effect of the melt holding temperature on the morphological evolution and sedimentation behavior of 
iron-rich intermetallics in Al−7.0Si−1.0Fe−1.2Mn−0.25Mg alloy was investigated using an optical microscope, 
scanning electron microscope and differential thermal analyzer. The results show that as the holding temperature 
decreases, the morphologies of the primary iron-rich phase in matrix change from star-like to polygonal, and the 
number of the primary phases gradually decreases and disappears at 615 °C. Finally, the Chinese script phases with 
small size, high compact and uniform distribution are obtained. In contrast, the primary iron-rich phases in slag 
transform into a coarser polygonal shape with lower roundness, and some of them have hollow structures. Furthermore, 
the area fraction of intermetallics and Fe content in the matrix decrease gradually due to the formation and growth of 
sludge and subsequent natural sedimentation during melt holding. With the decrease of holding temperature, the main 
factors hindering the settlement of the primary phases are morphology, size, and density in turn. 
Key words: Al−Si alloy; melt holding; iron-rich intermetallic phases; morphological evolution; sedimentation 
behaviour 
                                                                                                             

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Iron (Fe) is one of the common impurity 
elements of Al−Si system alloys. Since it forms 
iron-rich intermetallics with high brittleness and 
hardness, Fe is usually considered a harmful 
element; specially the long and narrow needle-like 
iron-rich phase (β-Al5FeSi phase) is especially 
significantly deleterious to the plasticity because of 

the serious separation of the Al matrix [1,2]. In 
contrast, another type of iron-rich intermetallic phase 
(α-Al8Fe2Si phase) with a Chinese script morphology 
results in less separation due to its smaller size and 
higher density. Furthermore, α-Al8Fe2Si intermetallics 
might be used as beneficial phases to improve the 
strength and wear resistance [3,4]. Therefore, 
improving the morphology of the iron-rich phase 
has become an effective method for relieving the 
harm caused by Fe impurities. 
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At present, the methods for transforming the 
iron-rich phase morphology can be classified into 
two types, namely, element neutralization and 
optimized smelting and casting. The former 
involves adding elements such as Mn, Cr, Be, Sr, B, 
Sc and rare earth elements [5−10]. Subsequently, 
the morphology transforms from noodle-like to a 
smaller size and more compact structure through 
modifying the crystal structure, solidification 
sequence or growth speed of the iron-rich phases. 
The latter includes melt treatment, promotion of the 
cooling rate and use of the special casting  
methods [11−13]. These methods can be used to 
refine the size of intermetallics by eliminating or 
utilizing their inherent effects, physically breaking 
them or inhibiting their growth in space and time. 

The addition of Mn is the most common 
method for reducing detrimental phases, as Mn can 
replace Fe atoms and transform the crystal structure 
from monoclinic tetragonal (β-Al5FeSi) to simple 
cubic or body-centered cubic (α-Al8Fe2Si). 
Although its modification mechanism and 
improvement effects have been recognized by many 
researchers [5,11,14,15], the optimal amount of Mn 
addition is still not well established because the 
neutralization effects are deeply influenced by 
many factors, such as the cooling rate, melt 
treatment, initial Si and Fe contents, and other 
elements. When the Mn/Fe mole ratio is too small,    
the β-Al5FeSi phase cannot be completely 
eliminated [16], whereas when the Mn/Fe mole 
ratio is too high, a primary phase (sludge) with a 
coarse size and a high density easily forms; this 
phase is harmful to the mechanical properties as 
well as the surface quality and machining  
difficulty [1,4]. However, these phases can be 
removed through electromagnetic separation, 
ceramic filtration or gravity sedimentation [17−19]. 
To reduce the Mn amount for neutralization and 
improve the Fe removal efficiency, many scholars 
have employed the addition of Mn combined with 
melt holding. ZHANG et al [20] found that holding 
at a high temperature before casting was beneficial 
to reducing the Mn content required to eliminate the 
β-Al5FeSi phase. WANG et al [21] indicated that 
cooling the melt temperature to 610−620 C in a 
furnace after holding at 850 C can effectively 
promote transformation of the β-Al5FeSi phase into 
α-Al8Fe2Si and improve the sedimentation 
efficiency of iron-bearing phases. LOPES et al [17] 

reported that more than 80% of the Fe content of 
Al−Si−Fe−Mn alloy was removed by holding at 
605−645 C for 30 min and then applying ceramic 
filtration. CAO and CAMPBELL [22] combined 
adding Mn with a holding treatment at low 
temperature for an Al−Si alloy with a high Fe 
content, and the removal ratio of Fe could reach 
more than 70% when n(Mn)/n(Fe)>1. Therefore, 
using Mn addition and a melt treatment together not 
only promotes beneficial transformation of iron-rich 
phases but also leads to the formation of a large 
amount of coarse, regular and high-density sludge, 
thus providing the necessary conditions for 
subsequent ceramic filtration and natural 
sedimentation for Fe removal. However, the 
previous research mainly focused on the 
sedimentation efficiency, its influencing factors and 
a simple description of the phenomenon; the 
morphology evolution and sedimentation control 
factors of sludge during the holding process have 
not been discussed in detail. This investigation 
focused on the effects of the melt holding 
temperature on the Fe content and morphologies of 
iron-rich phases to reveal the evolution mechanism 
and the natural sedimentation behavior of the 
iron-rich phase. 
 
2 Experimental 
 

The experimental alloys were prepared from 
commercial A356 alloy, A1−20Fe and Al−10Mn 
master alloys inside a graphite crucible resistance 
furnace. An A356 alloy ingot with 1.0% Fe was first 
prepared and divided into five equal parts, which 
were remelted at 800 C with the addition of the 
required amount of Al−10Mn and then dropped to 
certain temperatures in the furnace and held for 1 h. 
Subsequently, the melt was poured into a 250 C 
pretreated steel mold (200 mm × 30 mm × 150 mm), 
and the slag that remained in the furnace bottom 
was collected. 

The chemical compositions of each alloy were 
determined via optical emission spectroscopy 
(SPECTRO-MAX), and the results are listed in 
Table 1. For the microstructure investigation and 
property tests, all the specimens were taken from 
the bottom of the ingot and prepared using a 
line-cutting machine. The sample dimensions and 
method of tensile testing followed GB/T 228.1− 
2010 and performed with a strain rate of 2 mm/min 
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Table 1 Chemical compositions of alloys after melt 

holding (wt.%) 

Alloy No. T/°C Si Fe Mn Mg Al 

1 680 7.05 0.92 1.17 0.25 Bal.

2 660 6.91 0.83 1.01 0.28 Bal.

3 645 6.92 0.64 0.82 0.20 Bal.

4 630 6.97 0.55 0.65 0.22 Bal.

5 615 7.03 0.43 0.42 0.21 Bal.

 
at room temperature. The data reported below are 
averages of at least three effective samples. The 
metallographic samples, including matrix alloy, 
slag and fracture section, were encased in epoxy 
resin, ground with SiC-based emery paper and 
polished by a diamond suspension. The micro- 
structures were observed via optical microscopy 
(OM, Leica DM IRM) after etching with 0.5% HF 
solution for 15−60 s. The morphologies and 
compositions of phases were analyzed using 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 
JXA−8100) and energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS, OXFORD−7412). The morphological 
characteristics of iron-rich intermetallics, including 
the equivalent diameter, roundness and area fraction, 
were analyzed using the Image-Pro Plus software 
package. To obtain relatively accurate data, 
approximately 30 different regions of each sample 
were measured at a magnification of 500 times. The 
solidification behavior of matrix alloys was studied 
using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, 

STA409PC), and the phase compositions were 
tested via X-ray diffraction (XRD, Smartlab   
9kW X). To analyze the evolution of the 
equilibrium phase, the isothermal section of the 
melt at different temperatures was calculated using 
thermo-calculation software based on an 
Al−Si−Fe−Mn thermodynamic database [23]. 
 
3 Results 
 
3.1 Iron removal ratio 

Table 1 lists the mass fraction of Fe and Mn 
elements in the alloys 1−5 after melt holding. The 
data indicate that the Fe and Mn contents were 
gradually reduced as the holding temperature 
decreased. When the holding temperature (HT, T) 
was 615 °C, the contents of Fe and Mn in the 
matrix were 0.43% and 0.42%, respectively, which 
were 53.3% and 64.1% lower than those at 680 °C. 

 
3.2 Microstructure 

Figure 1 shows the optical images of alloys 
1−5 after melt holding. When the melt temperature 
was 680 °C, the iron-rich phase presented an 
irregular distribution, and an obvious difference 
was observed between the matrix grain types within 
the iron-rich and iron-poor areas, which 
corresponded to equiaxed grains and branched  
α(Al) dendrites, respectively. With a further 
decrease in the holding temperature, the amount  
of iron-rich phase was gradually reduced, and the  

 

 
Fig. 1 Optical images of alloys after holding at different temperatures: (a) 680 C, alloy 1; (b) 660 C, alloy 2;       
(c) 645 C, alloy 3; (d) 630 C, alloy 4; (e) 615 C, alloy 5 
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distribution uniformity was improved. The 
morphological distribution uniformity of alloys 4 
and 5 was substantially improved compared to alloy 
1, not only for the iron-rich intermetallics but also 
for the α(Al) dendrites. Meanwhile, the amount and 
size of iron-rich phases were further reduced, and 
α(Al) dendrites basically disappeared; instead, 
equiaxed grains with large areas were observed. 
Especially at 615 C, the slag phase almost 
disappeared, whereas the matrix grains grew 
slightly. 

Figure 2 shows the optical images of a typical 
iron-rich phase after holding at different 
temperatures. After holding at 680 °C, the coarse 
and star-like primary phase and a slender Chinese 
script phase were found in the matrix. The length of 
the sludge phase was more than 60 μm, and some 
sludge regions exceeded 100 μm. When the holding 
temperature was decreased to 645−660 °C, the 
sludge morphology transformed to a comparatively 
regular polygon connected to Chinese script. Upon 
further decreasing the holding temperature to 
630 °C, the morphology of the primary iron-rich 
phase was similar to that at 660 °C, but the size was 
much smaller, and some of the Chinese script phase 
presented granular and short rods, which were more 
compact than those observed at higher holding 
temperatures. When the holding temperature was 
further decreased to 615 °C, the sludge phase 
basically disappeared, and only the Chinese script 
phase with a small size, high compaction and 
uniformity remained in the matrix. Therefore,  

with decreasing holding temperature, the 
morphology evolution sequence of the iron-rich 
phase can be summarized as follows: star-like + 
slender Chinese script → comparatively regular 
polygonal + slender Chinese script → small and 
regular polygonal + compact Chinese script → 
compact Chinese script. 

To explore the reasons for the decrease in the 
area fraction of the iron-rich phase, SEM images of 
slag settled at the furnace bottom were obtained, as 
shown in Fig. 3. When the holding temperature was 
630 °C, all of the iron-rich phases transformed into 
sludge phases with a regular and polygonal shape, 
as well as a uniform size and distribution, which 
were more compact than all the types of sludge 
phases observed in the matrix. As the holding 
temperature decreased, the sludge size became 
larger, and the morphology transformed into 
irregular polygons with hollow rhombi, which 
resulted in a low roundness and a relative decrease 
in the density. The formation mechanism of hollow 
rhombic sludge has already been reported in    
Ref. [24]. 

Figure 4 shows the statistical data of iron-rich 
phases after melt holding. The area fraction of 
intermetallics increased gradually as the holding 
temperature increased. When the holding 
temperature was 615 °C, the area fraction of the 
iron-rich phase was approximately 1.84%, which 
was only 50.4% of that holding at 680 °C. As 
shown in Fig. 4(b), no obvious regularity was found  

 

 
Fig. 2 Optical images of iron-rich phase in matrix holding at 680 C (a), 660 C (b), 645 C (c), 630 C (d) and     
615 C (e) 
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regarding the particle size, roundness and holding 
temperature. The roundness Ra used for 
characterizing the shape factor of sludge can be 
calculated using the following formula: 
 
Ra=P2/4πA                              (1) 
 
where P and A represent the perimeter and area of 
the sludge phase, respectively. According to the 
formula, the roundness of a standard circle is 1; 
when a shape is closer to a circle, the roundness is 
closer to 1. Figure 5 shows the roundness values of 
the typical primary phase, which indicates that the 

roundness is mainly determined by the morphology, 
and the roundness value sequence from large to 
small is star-like, irregular polygonal and regular 
polygonal. 

Table 2 presents the morphological data of the 
iron-rich phase in slag. Compared with the matrix at 
630 C, the area fraction and size of the iron-rich 
phase in slag were significantly increased by 11.2 
and 3.3 times, respectively. In addition, as the 
holding temperature decreased, the area fraction 
and size of primary phase increased sharply, while 
the shape factor slightly decreased. 

 

 

Fig. 3 SEM images of iron-rich intermetallics in slag at different holding temperatures: (a) 630 C; (b) 615 C 

 

 
Fig. 4 Morphology characteristics of iron-rich intermetallics: (a) Area fraction of iron-rich intermetallics; (b) Equivalent 

diameter and roundness of sludge 

 

 
Fig. 5 Roundness of sludge with different morphologies: (a) Star-like; (b) Irregular polygonal; (c) Regular polygonal 
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Table 2 Morphological statistical data of iron-rich phase 

in slag 

T/C Area fraction/% 
Equivalent 

 diameter/µm 
Roundness

630 22.3±1.1 55±2 1.16±0.2 

615 25.8±1.3 120±5 1.25±0.4 

 
3.3 Chemical composition 

The chemical composition of the iron-rich 
phase is reported in Table 3. As can be analyzed 
from the data, the (MnFe)/Si mole ratio of sludge 
was approximately 2.0±0.10, whether in the slag or 
matrix, and had no relation with the morphology or 
location. In contrast, the Mn/Fe mole ratio exhibited 
an obvious difference between the sludge and 
matrix, and the Mn/Fe mole ratio was stabilized   
at 1.7±0.02 in the slag, which was much higher  
than that in the matrix except for in alloy 4. The 
(MnFe)/Si and Mn/Fe mole ratios of the Chinese 
script phase were less than those of the sludge 
phase. WANG et al [21] measured the density of 
Al−Si−Mn−Fe iron-rich intermetallics with 
different Mn contents using the Archimedes method. 
The iron-rich intermetallic density reached 3.5−  
4.0 g/cm3 with higher Mn contents, and the density 
of the phase increased gradually with increasing Mn 
content. Although the density and morphology of 
the primary iron-rich phase formed at 660 °C fixed 
in the matrix were similar to those in slag, the 
roundness was slightly lower than that in slag due 
to the growth of some whiskers on the edges of  
the polygons. To reveal the stage of whisker  
formation, the liner scanning spectrum of chemical  

composition of sludge phase in matrix holding at 
660 °C was examined, as shown in Fig. 6. From the 
test results, the Mn content in the whisker and 
sludge edges was 18.9% lower than that in the 
central area, while the Fe content was 10.3% higher 
than that in the center. Therefore, the iron-rich 
phase located at the sludge edges can be inferred to 
form during the pouring stage of casting, not during 
the melt holding period. 
 
3.4 Thermal analysis 

Differential thermal analysis was performed on 
alloys 1 and 5 at a heating and cooling rate of 
2 °C/min, and the corresponding DSC cooling 
curves are given in Fig. 7. The curve of alloy 1 
exhibits a peak corresponding to the sludge phase 
up to 646.7 °C, and its initial formation temperature 
was approximately 661.4 °C, as calculated via 
thermal analysis, which is basically consistent with 
the temperature from the equation: Temperature= 
645.7+34.2w2(Fe) found in Ref. [6]. Meanwhile, the 
peak of the Chinese script phase was also detected 
at 610.7 °C, slightly higher than the temperature of 
the α(Al) phase (606.4 °C). After holding at  
615 °C, the peak corresponding to the Chinese 
script phase was not found since it merged with the 
α(Al) phase peak, as shown in the cooling curve of 
alloy 5. The amount of iron-rich phase residing in 
the matrix 5 was greatly reduced after melt holding 
at 615 °C. 

 
3.5 Phase analysis 

Figure 8 shows the XRD curves of the matrix 
 
Table 3 Chemical compositions of iron-rich intermetallics after holding (wt.%) 

T/C Morphology Al Si Mn Fe n(MnFe)/n(Si) n(Mn)/n(Fe) 

680 
Star-like 55.78 8.82 20.89 14.50 2.01 1.44 

Chinese script 55.69 9.39 18.56 16.36 1.86 1.13 

660 
Polygonal 56.03 8.76 22.16 13.05 2.01 1.70 

Chinese script 59.41 9.07 17.04 14.39 1.74 1.19 

645 
Polygonal 56.54 8.54 20.60 14.32 2.04 1.44 

Chinese script 59.26 9.31 16.95 14.48 1.69 1.17 

630 

Polygonal 54.93 8.98 20.33 15.76 2.01 1.29 

Chinese script 54.50 9.73 16.70 19.08 1.84 0.88 

Sludge 57.50 8.28 21.59 12.64 2.07 1.71 

615 
Chinese script 73.81 6.73 9.63 9.83 1.44 0.98 

Sludge615°C 57.81 8.68 21.30 12.41 1.94 1.72 
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Fig. 6 Element distribution of sludge phase in matrix holding at 660 °C: (a) SEM image; (b) EDS pattern; (c) Al; (d) Si; 

(e) Fe; (f) Mn  

 

 

Fig. 7 DSC curves of matrix holding at 680 and 615 C 
 

Fig. 8 XRD patterns of matrix and slag 
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and slag. In addition to the diffraction peaks of the 
Al and Si phases, a large number of iron-rich phase 
diffraction peaks were also found. The position 
difference in the diffraction peaks for different 
matrices is not obvious, but the peaks at 2θ of 
20.821°, 50.080° and 59.950° in alloys 1 and 2 are 
significantly higher than those in alloy 4, which 
correspond to the Al15(MnFe)3Si2 phase. Moreover, 
the peaks at 2θ of 22.098°, 42.777°, 44.520° in the 
slag of alloy 4 are significantly higher than those in 
the matrix, which is completely consistent with 
Al5Mn12Si7. 

Figure 9 presents the equilibrium phase 
distribution of Al−1.0Fe−Si−Mn at different 
temperatures. The results show that the equilibrium 
phases compositions of Al−7.0Si−1.0Fe−1.2Mn are 
ranked as follows: (1) liquid at 680−660 C, 
(2) liquid and Al15Si2M4 at 645−630 C, (3) just 
lying in liquid, α(Al) and Al15Si2M4 at 615 C. 

 
3.6 Mechanical properties 

The tensile properties of the matrix are 
presented in Fig. 10. The tensile strength and 
elongation of the alloy gradually improved as the 
melt holding temperature decreased. When the 

holding temperature was 615 C, the tensile 
strength and elongation of the matrix were 
increased by 11.6% and 82.8% compared to those 
holding at 680 C, respectively, as well as slightly 
higher than those of the A356 alloy with a low Fe 
content [25]. 

Figure 11 presents images of cross-section 
fractures obtained at different holding temperatures. 
As shown in Fig. 11(a), the cracks originated from 
inner of the primary phases and propagated   
along the direction vertical to stretching.  
Subsequently, some microcracks were observed in 
the eutectic silicon phase and the Chinese script 
iron-rich phase. When the melt holding temperature 
was decreased to 630−660 °C, although the main 
fracture source was still the primary iron-rich phase, 
the expansion rate was less than that at 680 °C 
because a certain number of microcracks formed in 
the eutectic silicon and Chinese script iron-rich 
phases (Figs. 11(b) and (c)). When the melt holding 
temperature was 615 °C, cracks with a narrow 
shape were first observed in the eutectic silicon 
phase, and then some microcracks appeared in the 
Chinese script iron-rich phase (Fig. 11(d)). This 
result indicates that as the melt holding temperature 

 

 
Fig. 9 Isothermal sections of Al−1.0Fe−Si−Mn alloys at different holding temperatures: (a) 680C; (b) 660C;       

(c) 645C; (d) 630C; (e) 615C 
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Fig. 10 Effects of holding temperature on mechanical 

properties of matrix 
 
decreases, the main fracture origin changes from 
sludge to eutectic silicon, which significantly 
promotes the plasticity of the alloy. 
 
4 Discussion 
 
4.1 Evolution of mechanism underlying iron-rich 

phase morphology 
Because Mn easily replaces Fe in the solid 

solution, adding Mn has become one of the most  

effective methods for improving the morphology of 
iron-rich phases and increasing the formation 
temperature of iron-rich phases [4]. The primary 
iron-rich phase is formed when the alloy contains 
certain contents of Fe, Mn, Cr and other elements, 
and the formation conditions are mainly determined 
by the alloy composition and cooling rate. To 
clarify how much Fe, Mn, and Cr is required for 
sludge formation, previous scholars [5] have 
usually used the sludge factor (SF, Fs) to judge the 
compositional conditions; its value can be 
calculated using the following empirical formula: 
 
Fs=1w(Fe)+2w(Mn)+3w(Cr)               (2) 
 

Generally, the sludge phase might form when 
SF exceeds 1.70, but recent studies have shown that 
a primary iron-rich phase with a star-like 
morphology is observed even if the SF value is only 
1.30−1.40 in the Al−12.7Si and AlSi9Cu3(Fe) 
alloys [5,19]. Furthermore, increasing the cooling 
rate is a beneficial method to suppress the slag 
phase formation when the SF value is between 1.47 
and 1.76 [19]. In addition to the composition and 
cooling rate, the formation temperature also 
significantly affects the morphology, size and 
volume fraction of the slag phase. The higher    
the formation temperature is, the longer the growth 

 

 

Fig. 11 Microstructures of tensile fracture sections obtained at different holding temperatures: (a) 680C; (b) 660 C;  

(c) 630 C; (d) 615 C 
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time and the bigger growth space, which leads to a 
larger size and volume fraction of the primary form. 
XU et al [26] used thermal analysis to study the 
effect of Mn/Fe mole ratio on the formation 
temperature of the sludge phase and found that the 
formation temperature is approximately 670−   
740 C when n(Mn)/n(Fe)≥1.0 in Al−12%Si alloy. 
SHABESTARI and PARSHIZFARD [12] studied 
the effect of composition on the formation 
temperature of the sludge phase under rapid 
quenching and fitted a mathematical relationship 
between the formation temperature and Fe   
content [5]: 
 
T=645.7+34.2×w2(Fe)                     (3) 
 

Subsequently, TIMELLI et al [19] 
comprehensively considered the influence of Mn 
and Cr elements and the cooling rate on the 
formation temperature and fitted the relationship 
among the formation temperature, SF value and 
cooling rate for AlSi9Cu3(Fe) diecasting alloy: 
 

T=34.7FS−0.82
d

d

T

t
+562                    (4) 

 
The formation temperatures of the sludge 

phase as calculated using Eqs. (3) and (4) were 
674.6 and 672.5 C, respectively, which were 
slightly higher than the actual result of the DSC test 
(661.4 C). Therefore, the evolution mechanism of 
the iron-rich phase morphology at different holding 
temperatures can be summarized as follows. 

When melt holding was performed at 680 C, 
the sludge phase could not nucleate and grow since 
the holding temperature was above the formation 
temperature. Upon casting at this temperature, 
sludge phases rapidly nucleated and grew under 
large undercooling conditions, and the growth 
direction was mainly controlled by the temperature 
gradient. Then, sludge phases with coarse sizes and 
star-like shapes were formed. As the sludge 
transforms, the contents of Mn and Fe gradually 
decrease until they fall below the composition 
condition of the primary phase, and then the 
transformations of the Chinese script rich-iron and 
α(Al) phases were started. Because the formation 
temperature partially overlapped with that of   
α(Al) [17], the two phases nucleated and grew 
completely, which led to the formation of slender 
Chinese script phases. 

When the melt was held at 660 C, the sludge 
phase nucleated and grew since the holding 

temperature was slightly below the formation 
temperature, but the growth rate was still low due to 
the small undercooling. A higher holding 
temperature was beneficial to the diffusion and 
migration of Mn and Fe atoms, which accelerated 
the sludge transformation to equiaxed crystals with 
the smallest free energy. A large number of sludge 
particles with fine size and a uniform distribution 
were formed, and the natural sedimentation was not 
significant. Upon casting after holding, the sludge 
phases grew rapidly based on these fine particles; 
the growth direction was mainly controlled by the 
temperature gradient. Then, sludge phases with 
polygonal connected to Chinese script and isolated 
Chinese script particles were formed. 

When the melt temperature was decreased to 
645−630 C, the nucleation and growth rate of the 
sludge phase increased sharply with the greater 
undercooling, and the holding temperature 
guaranteed the fast diffusion of Mn and Fe. 
Therefore, a large amount of sludge phases with 
large size, high roundness and high density were 
formed during the holding process. For example, 
the average particle diameter of the primary phases 
was up to 55 μm at 630 C, and the average 
roundness and Mn/Fe mole ratio were 1.16 and 1.7, 
respectively. Since the density of the sludge  
phases was 49.6% greater than that of the melt 
(2.34 g/cm3), natural sedimentation of sludge 
occurred under gravity. With the consumption of 
Mn and Fe, the Mn/Fe mole ratio and density of the 
sludge formed at later stages gradually decreased, 
which was a result of the natural gravity 
sedimentation being blocked. These sludge phases 
remaining in the melt acted as nucleation cores and 
continued to grow. Eventually, low-density and 
irregular polygonal phases linked with Chinese 
script phases were found in the matrix. The 
remaining melt contained many minor sludge 
particles formed during holding, which acted as 
nucleation cores for the Chinese script, dense and 
short iron-rich phases. After holding at 615 C, the 
SF of the residual melt was only 1.28, leading to no 
obvious sludge phases being observed. 

In summary, the morphologies of primary 
iron-rich intermetallics in the matrix changed from 
star-like to polygonal, and then the mass of primary 
phases decreased gradually and disappeared at 
615 °C, having instead a small, highly compact and 
evenly distributed Chinese script morphology. 
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4.2 Natural sedimentation control factors of 
sludge phase 
The natural sedimentation of the sludge phase 

is a physical process, and the force and movement 
of sludge phases in the stratosphere melt can be 
analyzed using the Newton’s second law. In 
addition to the gravity and buoyancy, the sludge is 
also affected by motion resistance (Fd), which can 
be calculated using the Stokes’s formula as follows: 
 
Fd=6ξπrv                                (5) 
 

Furthermore, the force on the sludge can be 
expressed as follows: 
 
F=4/3gπr3(ρS−ρL)−6ξπrv                   (6) 
 
where g is the gravitational acceleration; r is the 
equivalent radius; ρS is the density of the sludge; ρL 
is the density of the melt; ξ is the resistance 
coefficient, which is related to the surface friction 
caused by fluid viscosity; and v is the sedimentation 
velocity. According to the analysis of the formula, 
F>0 when v is small, and the sludge particles 
exhibit a vertical downward acceleration. 
Subsequently, Fd increases with increasing 
sedimentation velocity, while the acceleration 
gradually decreases. Finally, the force on the sludge 
is balanced, and the sludge phases move vertically 
downwards at a uniform speed. Therefore, the 
sedimentation velocity can be transformed to the 
following expression: 
 

v =
2

9
gr2(ρS−ρL)                         (7) 

 
An analysis of formula (7) reveals that the 

natural sedimentation velocity of the primary 
iron-rich phase depends on the density difference 
between the sludge and melt, the equivalent radius 
of the sludge, and the resistance coefficient related 
to the fluid viscosity. Therefore, the sedimentation 
velocity is increased with increased density 
difference and sludge diameter as well as decreased 
resistance coefficient. However, ξ in formula (7) is 
related to the shape factor of the sludge phases. The 
closer the shape is to spherical, the smaller the 
resistance coefficient is. Therefore, the order of the 
sedimentation velocity of the sludge phases from 
large to small is regular polygonal, irregular 
polygonal and star-like. With decreasing 
temperature, the control factors of the natural 
sedimentation efficiency can be classified into three 
stages as follows. 

In the first stage, when the holding 
temperature was 680 C or above, the equivalent 
radius reached 30 μm, but the sludge was still 
unable to settle effectively due to the irregular 
morphology and density. 

In the second stage, when the holding 
temperature was 660 C, polygonal sludge with 
higher density formed, but the sedimentation 
efficiency was controlled by the radius. 

In the third stage, when the holding 
temperature decreased to 630−645 °C, some of the 
sludge phases settled, while the others formed in 
later stages were unable to separate due to the lower 
density. 
 
5 Conclusions 
 

(1) With decreasing holding temperature, the 
sludge morphology in the matrix changed from 
star-like to polygonal, and then the mass of primary 
phases decreased gradually and disappeared at  
615 C, having instead a Chinese script with small 
size, high compact and uniform distribution. In 
contrast, the primary iron-rich phases in slag 
transformed to a coarser polygonal shape with 
lower roundness, and some of them had hollow 
structures. The (MnFe)/Si mole ratio of iron-rich 
intermetallics was mainly determined by their 
morphologies, while the substitution degree of Mn 
for Fe in intermetallics mainly depended on the 
holding temperature. 

(2) With decreasing holding temperature, the 
area fraction of intermetallics and Fe content in 
matrix decreased gradually due to the formation and 
growth of sludge and subsequent natural 
sedimentation during melt holding. When the 
holding temperature was 615 °C, the concentrations 
of Fe and Mn in the matrix were 0.43% and 0.42%, 
respectively, which were 53.3% and 64.1% lower 
than those at 680 °C. 

(3) The control factors of the iron-rich phase 
sedimentation efficiency with the holding 
temperature decreasing can be classified into three 
stages: morphology, size and density of sludge. 

(4) With decreasing holding temperature, the 
tensile strength and elongation of the matrix 
gradually were improved by 11.6% and 82.8%, 
respectively. Meanwhile, the main fracture origin 
changed from sludge to eutectic silicon, which 
significantly promoted the plasticity of the alloy. 
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熔体保温对 Al−Si−Fe−Mn−Mg 合金中 
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摘  要：采用光学显微镜、扫描电子显微镜、差热分析仪等研究保温温度对 Al−7.0Si−1.0Fe−1.2Mn−0.25Mg 合金

中富铁相的形貌演变规律及沉降行为的影响。研究结果表明：随着熔体保温温度的降低，基体中初生富铁相形貌

由星形向多边形转变，其数量逐渐减少并在 615 °C 时基本消失，形成细小、高致密且均匀分布的汉字状富铁相。

而炉渣中的富铁相则向尺寸更为粗大、但圆整度更小的多边形转变，其中部分多边形为镂空结构。随保温温度的

降低，基体中富铁相的面积分数及 Fe 含量逐渐降低，这是由于富铁相在熔体保温过程中形核、长大并发生自然

沉降导致的。随着熔体保温温度的降低，阻碍初生富铁相沉降的主要因素依次为形貌、尺寸和密度。 

关键词：Al−Si 合金；熔体保温；富铁相；形貌演变；沉降行为 
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